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SIERRA WEB ACCESS MANAGEMENT 

Enabling WAM_SSLHOST_REPLACE: a 
Step-by-Step guide 

  
 
Problem: When accessing a Web Access Management (WAM) proxied link to a database, 
patrons receive a warning from their browser that the connection is not secure and there is a 
problem with the SSL certificate when the connection uses HTTPS. 
 
Solution: This is because the links are using HTTPS (secure http) and the browser detects a 
mismatch between the domain in the URL and the domains covered by the library's SSL certificate. 
This is correct and expected browser behavior when using WAM for authentication. 
 
The WAM proxy rewrite method enables the Innovative server to act as a proxy for patron 
browsers. The rewritten URLs cause browsers to issue a security warning to the user when HTTPS is 
used because of a mismatch between the domain names on the SSL security certificate and what 
the browser interprets as the domain name in the rewritten URL. 
 
While this is expected behavior, Innovative understands that some patrons may feel uneasy at 
receiving a security warning. Many Innovative customers deal with these security warnings by 
implementing a SAN (Subject Alternative Name) SSL certificate (also known as a 'UC' (Unified 
Communications) or multi-domain certificate). A SAN/UC SSL certificate allows multiple domain 
names to use the same certificate -- after a SAN entry for a proxied domain is added to the 
certificate, the certificate will cover that domain, the browser will no longer detect a mismatch, and 
patrons will no longer get a security error/warning when accessing that domain. 
 
However, for SAN/UC SSL certificates to be effective, the certificate needs to include a SAN entry 
for EVERY proxied domain that uses HTTPS and the library needs to use WAM to authenticate. 
 
An alternative to the SAN approach is to obtain a wildcard SSL certificate for your library catalog 
domain (not your institutional domain), then ask Customer Support to configure the 
wam_sslhost_replace option. 
 
Steps to enable WAM_SSLHOST_REPLACE: 
1. Obtain a wildcard SSL certificate from your domain registrar for your library catalog domain (not 
your institutional domain). The wildcard certificate needs to be issued to *.yourServer and also 
cover yourServer. For example, if your WebPAC is at catalog.college.edu, the certificate needs to be 
for *.catalog.college.edu and also cover catalog.college.edu.  
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2. Submit the wildcard certificate for installation using the Supportal "Set up or Renew SSL" Service 
Commitment. Please include a comment in the form that says: "Please set the 
wam_sslhost_replace EO to true after installing this certificate, then restart WebPAC." 
3. Once 1 and 2 are complete WAM will take care of rewriting HTTPS URLs so the new certificate 
will cover them and not cause browser errors. However, if a resource requires HTTPS for the initial 
connection, you will need to adjust the URLs for links provided to patrons by replacing the periods 
in the resource domain portion of the URL with hyphens. 
  
 
For example, if the URL required to connect to the resource is 
 
https://0-www.resource.com.catalog.college.edu/path  
 
Then the URL offered to patrons should be adjusted to: 
 
https://0-www-resource-com.catalog.college.edu/path  
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